YOUNG ARIZONA WRITERS' WORKSHOP

An intensive weeklong Creative Writing camp and Writers' Workshop for grades 9-12 at the University of Arizona.
June 8-12, 2020

JUNE 8-12
2020

REGISTRATION & MORE INFORMATION AT
ENGLISH.ARIZONA.EDU/YOUNG-ARIZONA-WRITERS-WORKSHOP

features intensive workshops in fiction, poetry, and creative nonfiction taught by practicing writers at the University of Arizona. Young creative writers will come together to practice and refine their craft, to draft and revise poems, essays, and fiction, and to learn about the ways in which these works get published in the world. Daily activities will consist of reading and discussion in small groups; small creative writing workshops focusing on drafts of student stories, poems, and essays; time alone to think, imagine, draft, and create; conversations with makers and publishers of writing and art on and off campus, and a series of immersions in some of the amazing resources available on the University of Arizona campus and in greater Tucson including the world renowned Poetry Center.

The University of Arizona's Creative Writing Program is well-known as one of the oldest and most prestigious programs in creative writing in the country. Its faculty, students, and alumni have published thousands of books. Young Arizona Writers' Workshop is an opportunity to read, be taught by, and work with our well-known and up-and-coming writers.

Registration is limited to 20 students for 2020. For more information or to register, email Sharrone Meyerson <sharrone@email.arizona.edu> or go to HTTPS://ENGLISH.ARIZONA.EDU/YOUNG-ARIZONA-WRITERS-WORKSHOP